[Use of contrical with heparin in the acute period of myocardial infarct].
The use of the methods of multiple (35) precordial ECG leads and serial tests for the activity of creatine phosphokinase and its MB fraction allows quantitative assessment of the dimensions of the necrotic zones. In injection of contrykal with heparin the dimensions of the myocardial infarct decreased. In early injection of these agents, the clinical and electrocardiographic findings improved more rapidly and the infarction zone was smaller. Injection of contrykal with heparin arrested the anginose attack more rapidly, corrected the peripheral symptoms of circulatory insufficiency, normalized arterial pressure and relieved the congestive phenomena in the lungs within a shorter period of time. The combined use of these agents is a pathogenetically substantiated method for the treatment of patients in the acute period of myocardial infarction for the purpose of restricting the dimensions of the ischemic damage to the myocardium.